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Kapoors Madhu Jain 2009-04-17 ‘We are like the Corleones in The Godfather’—Randhir Kapoor There is
no film family quite like the Kapoors. A family of professional actors and directors, they span almost eighty
years of film-making in India, from the 1920s to the present. Each decade in the history of Hindi films has
had at least one Kapoor—if not more—playing a large part in defining it. Never before have four
generations of this family—or five, if you include Bashesharnath Kapoor, Prithviraj Kapoor’s father, who
played the judge in Awara—been brought together in one book. The Kapoors details the professional
careers and personal lives of each generation—box-office successes and failures, the ideologies that
informed their work, the larger-than-life Kapoor weddings and Holi celebrations, their extraordinary
romantic liaisons and family relationships, their love for food and their dark passages with alcohol. Based
on extensive personal interviews conducted over seven years with family members and friends, Madhu
Jain goes behind the façade of each member of the Kapoor clan to reveal what makes them tick. The
Kapoors resembles the films that the great showman Raj Kapoor made: grand and sweeping, with
moments of high drama and touching emotion. ‘Few books on Indian cinema have been written with such
wit, clarity and sparkle’—Outlook ‘Jain writes in a language that is simple and pithy. . . it will keep alive
public interest in the Kapoors who refuse to call it a day’—Telegraph ‘Immensely readable...will surely find
a place in the Indian cineaste’s library’—Biblio
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Close to the Bone Lisa Ray 2020-11-03 "A thrilling journey. . . . A must-read." Freida Pinto "How fortunate
a thing it is, when life alters you without warning." Lisa Ray is one of India's first supermodels. She's also
an acclaimed actor, a cancer survivor, a mother of twins born through surrogacy, a lifelong student, and a
person of no fixed address. She is a woman who has lived many lives. And this is her story. Unflinching
and deeply moving, Close to the Bone traces Lisa Ray's serendipitous life, from her childhood in Canada
as the biracial daughter of an Indian man and Polish woman, to her rise as a Bollywood star; from her
battle with a rare and incurable cancer, to her journey to find identity and belonging, both in the world and
in her own body. Transporting and atmospheric, it takes readers across the globe: Toronto in the 1970s,
when Lisa was searching for place and purpose; the intense, frenetic streets of Bombay, where, young
and unmoored, she became a peer of some of the biggest names in the Bollywood industry; the lush
sensuality of Colombo and a film role that changed the course of her career; and in London, where she
simultaneously found her footing in drama school and lost herself in an abusive relationship. It is a storied
life, and one whose adventures teach Lisa that in the brightest and darkest moments, no matter where
she travels to, she can always find her way back home--to herself. At once charming and wise, intimate
and gut-wrenchingly honest, Close to the Bone is a revealing travelogue of the soul--a brave and inspiring
story of a life lived on one's own terms.
The Great Indian Diet Shilpa Shetty Kundra 2015-11-24 Why run after the West when we already have the
best? Join Shilpa Shetty Kundra and Luke Coutinho as they tell you just how nutritious your locally grown
and sourced ingredients are and that there’s no need to look beyond borders to tailor the perfect diet. The
book touches upon various food categories and not only tells you how to take care of your nutritional
intake but also how to burn fat in the process. The combined experience of a professional nutritionist and
an uber-fit celebrity who swears by the diet will open your eyes to why Indian food is the best in the world.
Mrs Funnybones Twinkle Khanna 2015-08-18 Full of wit and delicious observations, Mrs Funnybones
captures the life of the modern Indian woman a woman who organizes dinner each evening after having
been at work all day, who runs her own life but has to listen to her mummyji, who worries about her
weight and the state of the country. Based on Twinkle Khanna’s super-hit column, Mrs Funnybones marks
the debut of one of our funniest, most original voices.
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Me and Ma Divya Dutta 2017-02-10 ‘Divya writes of difficult times with candour and heart-rending
simplicity’ Shabana Azmi Capturing the beauty of a mother–daughter relationship, Divya Dutta in this
moving memoir celebrates her mother’s struggles to turn her into the woman she is today. Divya walks us
through the most intimate memories of her life, those that strengthened her relationship with her mother.
The incredible bond she forged with her mother helped her through tragedies and difficulties,
discouragements and failures and led her to become an award-winning actor of stature, both in the Hindi
as well as the Punjabi film industry. Me and Ma is a celebration of Divya’s exemplary achievements. It is
also an honest, intimate and heartfelt tribute to the force behind her success—her mother.
The Legend of Lakshmi Prasad Lakshmi Prasad 2016-10-28 I am Lakshmi Prasad, native of Bitihar. I am
doing PhD on a very important subject “Mating habits of gay chimpanzees in West Africa” at PANU
University, the best University in India and possibly the best University in the world. My idols are “Faizal
Guru”, “Janab Kasab Sahib”, “Focus Carat”, “Baba Badkar”, “Zakir Nalayak”, “Gharkha Dutt”, “Dr.
Kana Ayyub” and all PhD students who had committed suicide since they failed to solve their PhD
problems. I personally feel that, all deprived Indians should automatically be awarded a PhD degree
coupled with a free pension of 1 lakh rupees/month to be delivered in cash via post at door step. Till then
we are going to fight for azaadi from India. Imagine a day, when no PhD student would have to commit
suicide, imagine a day, when no lower caste will be humiliated by upper caste, s/he can use his/her
doctorate degree and force others to call him/her Dr. X, Dr. Y ,etc.
The Beauty of Living Twice Sharon Stone 2021-03-30 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • Sharon Stone
tells her own story: a journey of healing, love, and purpose. • “Not your typical Hollywood autobiography.
Brutally honest, restless and questing.” —O, The Oprah Magazine Sharon Stone, one of the most
renowned actresses in the world, suffered a massive stroke that cost her not only her health, but her
career, family, fortune, and global fame. In The Beauty of Living Twice, Stone chronicles her efforts to
rebuild her life and writes about her slow road back to wholeness and health. In a business that doesn’t
accept failure, in a world where too many voices are silenced, Stone found the power to return, the
courage to speak up, and the will to make a difference in the lives of men, women, and children around
the globe. Over the course of these intimate pages, as candid as a personal conversation, Stone talks
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about her pivotal roles, her life-changing friendships, her worst disappointments, and her greatest
accomplishments. She reveals how she went from a childhood of trauma and violence to a career in an
industry that in many ways echoed those same assaults, under cover of money and glamour. She
describes the strength and meaning she found in her children, and in her humanitarian efforts. And
ultimately, she shares how she fought her way back to find not only her truth, but her family’s
reconciliation and love. Stone made headlines not just for her beauty and her talent, but for her candor
and her refusal to “play nice,” and it’s those same qualities that make this memoir so powerful. The
Beauty of Living Twice is a book for the wounded and a book for the survivors; it’s a celebration of
women’s strength and resilience, a reckoning, and a call to activism. It is proof that it’s never too late to
raise your voice and speak out.
Abundance Deepak Chopra, M.D. 2022-03-01 An enlightening guide to success, fulfillment, wholeness,
and plenty, offering practical advice on how to cultivate a sense of abundance in times of fear and
insecurity, from New York Times bestselling author Deepak Chopra “To attain wealth of the lasting kind,
the kind that gives your life meaning, value, and sustenance, base your daily existence on the generosity
of spirit.”—Deepak Chopra Many of us live and operate from a mind-set of lack, scarcity, and limitation.
We focus on what we don’t have—financial security, confidence, an intimate relationship—which keeps us
feeling insecure and inadequate. We think “if only I could have those things, I could be happy.” But
measuring wealth by money or material possessions leaves us feeling drained and spiritually empty.
Constantly striving for more often means our ego is driving our thoughts, actions, and reactions, which
prevents us from reaching something greater: a true sense of inner peace, acceptance, and fulfillment.
Yet, there is an inner path to prosperity and wealth that, once charted and explored, provides access to
the great riches of the universe and life’s unbounded possibilities. In Abundance, international bestselling
author Deepak Chopra illuminates this road to success and wholeness, helping readers tap into a deeper
sense of awareness to become agents of change in their own lives. Mixing ancient teachings and spiritual
practices with the wisdom he’s garnered over four decades as the leading figure in mind-body medicine,
Deepak demonstrates how to transcend self-generated feelings of limitation and fear in order to
experience true abundance in all aspects of life. To do so, he offers a seven-step plan along with
meditations and mindfulness techniques to help you focus and direct your attention, energy, and intuition
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so you can experience stability, affluence, insight, creativity, love, and true power.
Raj Kapoor Ritu Nanda 2017-12-14 Raj Kapoor, the creator of some of Hindi cinema's most enduring
classics, is one of the greatest film-makers India has ever produced. As producer, director, actor, editor,
storyteller, he blazed a trail for subsequent generations of film-makers to follow and aspire to. He was
also known to the world as an extraordinary and controversial showman, an entertainer par excellence,
someone who created the template for Hindi cinema.Raj Kapoor: The One and Only Showman is a
unique experiment, both an autobiography and a biography. While the autobiography uses his own words,
culled from interviews, journals and anecdotes, to provide an intimate glimpse into the mind of a genius,
the biography is an attempt to record for posterity the lesser-known facets of his magnificent personality
through the recollections of his family, colleagues and friends. As revealing as it is engaging, this is a
fascinating portrait of the man regarded as the last of the true movie moguls of Indian cinema.
Teething Megha Rao 2021-12-20 A story told in verse, Teething begins when Kochu, a young boy in
Kerala, is caught kissing the neighbour's son. All hell breaks loose, ending in Kochu taking his own life.
Years after the scandal, after discovering his suicide note, his oldest sister, Achu, sets out to uncover the
mysteries of their dysfunctional family by putting pieces of their past back together. Along the way, she
discovers things she never noticed - their mother's brokenness and obsession with the church, their
father's disturbing secrecy inside the bedroom, and, of course, their own individual traumas that stopped
time altogether. Soon, Achu realizes that none of them will ever truly grow up until they live their lives all
over again, from the very beginning.
Amazing Ayodhya Neena Rai 2021-04-18 How big was the ancient city of Ayodhya? Why is this city so
significant for Hindus? Who established the city and what did it look like? What did Lord Rama and Devi
Sita's palace look like? What sort of animals were found in this ancient land? No one grows up in India
untouched by the beautiful story of Lord Rama and Devi Sita. Every Dussehra we celebrate the victory of
Rama over Ravana, the victory of good over evil. Every Deepavali, we commemorate the return of Rama
and Sita to Ayodhya and hear the tale of how the entire city was lit up to receive their beloved king and
queen. But is the magnificent capital of Ayodhya just limited to this? Ayodhya was a renowned pilgrimage
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destination since the dawn of mankind, and after the birth of Lord Rama, it became a place of supreme
importance for Hindus. Amazing Ayodhya is an attempt in gaining knowledge about this ancient city-its
architecture, its design, its buildings and all the splendid details during the era when Lord Rama walked
this earth. This splendidly researched book, replete with shlokas from the Valmiki Ramayana, offers
authentic information about the city which will not only help understand the life and times of ancient
Hindus but also the revered figures of Rama and Sita. Replete with descriptions, author Neena Rai draws
out comparisons of an earlier era with our current life and culture, thus connecting the past with the
present. She further compares Ayodhya with the cultures of other ancient civilisations so that the reader
feels 'connected' to the past and the content of the book appears 'contemporary'. A fascinating account of
an ancient city with significant contemporary relevance, Amazing Ayodhya is a must-read for a better
understanding of history, scriptures and Hindu civilisation.
Madhubala Khatija Akbar 1997
Unfinished Priyanka Chopra Jonas 2021-02-09 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In this thoughtful and
revealing memoir, readers will accompany one of the world’s most recognizable women on her journey of
self-discovery. “I have always felt that life is a solitary journey, that we are each on a train, riding through
our hours, our days, our years. We get on alone, we leave alone, and the decisions we make as we travel
on the train are our responsibility alone.” A remarkable life story rooted in two different worlds, Unfinished
offers insights into Priyanka Chopra Jonas’s childhood in India; her formative teenage years in the United
States; and her return to India, where against all odds as a newcomer to the pageant world, she won the
national and international beauty competitions that launched her global acting career. Whether reflecting
on her nomadic early years or the challenges she has faced as she has doggedly pursued her calling,
Priyanka shares her challenges and triumphs with warmth and honesty. The result is a book that is
philosophical, sassy, inspiring, bold, and rebellious. Just like the author herself. From her dual-continent
twenty-year-long career as an actor and producer to her work as a UNICEF Goodwill Ambassador, from
losing her beloved father to cancer to marrying Nick Jonas, Priyanka Chopra Jonas’s story will inspire a
generation around the world to gather their courage, embrace their ambition, and commit to the hard work
of following their dreams.
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Anything But Khamosh: The Shatrughan Sinha Biography Bharathi S. Pradhan 2016 About the Book Every
success story has its price to pay. So did Shatrughan Sinha (SS) who achieved the impossible twice over.
The youngest and the most pampered in a family of academics and doctors where four sons were named
after the four brothers of the Ramayan, SS stood out defiantly different. He was born for applause and the
limelight; he was besotted with Raj Kapoor and cinema. In the face of stiff opposition from disciplinarian
father Bhuvaneshwar Prasad Sinha, mother Shyama Devi’s chhutka bauwa (little darling) set out for the
Film Institute of India (now FTII) in Poona. Bombay was the next logical destination. Without Kapoorian
good looks or any connection with the Hindi film industry, the unknown scarface from Patna went on to
create history on celluloid. In politics too, with no known surname or family to power his entry, he set a
record as the first film star from India to be sworn-in as a Cabinet Minister. Quotes Anything But
Khamosh: The Shatrughan SinhaBiography, is a rivetingly honest read that retraces the hurrahs and
heartaches of India’s most popular BihariBabu. “Do not attempt to change him. Of the 1.25 crore people
of India, he stands out as unique” – Amitabh Bachchan, superstar, Hindi cinema “They used to call me
the Shatrughan Sinha of the South” – Rajinikanth, superstar, Tamil Nadu “I became an actor because of
Shatrughan Sinha” – Chiranjeevi, superstar & Congress-I leader, Andhra Pradesh “Ours is an EklavyaDronacharya story. He is my guru” – Ambareesh, superstar & Minister for Housing, Karnataka “A person
who joined the Jan Sangh or the BJP when it was in the Opposition, had to be gutsy. Shatrughan is” –
LK Advani, Senior Leader, BJP “I would give him sanyam ki salaah (advice on patience)” – Sushma
Swaraj, Minister for External Affairs “I find there’s no chaploosi (sycophancy) in him. Our doors are open
24/7 to him” – Lalu Prasad Yadav, Leader, RJD “If the Bihari Babu is hurt, the whole of Bihar is hurt” –
Nitish Kumar, Chief Minister, Bihar “If we had Shatrusaab on our side, we wouldn’t need anybody else on
our team” – Nawaz Sharif, Prime Minister, Pakistan About the Author Renowned columnist, critic and
author Bharathi S Pradhan has written both fiction and non-fiction. Mr Bidi – the life story of an
industrialist; Heartfelt: The inspirational story of Medha Jalota; Colas, Cars & Communal Harmony on
secularism and Valentine Lover, an adult novel, are some of her well-received books. She scripted a
documentary on Mughal-e-Azam and ideated for Balaji Telefilms. She has been Chairperson, National
Awards (for best writing on cinema), and has been on the jury of diverse awards committees. She was
also on the jury of the Indian Panorama of IFFI 2015. Bharathi has edited a variety of magazines and
contributed to several publications that include Reader’s Digest, Mid-day, Savvy, Femina and Movie. She
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continues to be a Sunday columnist with The Telegraph. She lives in Mumbai with Sanjaya, her Chartered
Accountant husband and Siddhesh, her son who is currently studying Law.
Home Body Rupi Kaur 2020-11-17 From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of milk and honey and
the sun and her flowers comes her greatly anticipated third collection of poetry. rupi kaur constantly
embraces growth, and in home body, she walks readers through a reflective and intimate journey visiting
the past, the present, and the potential of the self. home body is a collection of raw, honest conversations
with oneself - reminding readers to fill up on love, acceptance, community, family, and embrace change.
illustrated by the author, themes of nature and nurture, light and dark, rest here. i dive into the well of my
body and end up in another world everything i need already exists in me there’s no need to look
anywhere else - home
The The Sun and Her Flowers Rupi Kaur 2022-07-01 Rupi Kaur performs the first-ever recording of the
sun and her flowers, her second #1 New York Times bestselling collection of poetry and prose. This
production was recorded in 2021 along with the brand-new audio edition of milk and honey and the debut
audio recording of home body. Divided into five chapters, this volume is a journey through the life cycle of
wilting, falling, rooting, rising, and blooming. It is a celebration of love in all its forms.
Leave Disco Dancer Alone! Sudha Rajagopalan 2008 In this important new book, Sudha Rajagopalan
explores the consumption of Indian popular cinema in post-Stalinist Soviet society. In doing so, she
highlights the enthusiastic response Indian popular films and their stars received from the Soviet
audience, as well as the discursive and institutional context in which this consumption occurred from the
mid-fifties till the end of the Soviet era in 1991.The death of Stalin in 1953 was followed by the
introduction of important changes in government policy in the Soviet Union, including a relative
liberalisation of leisure and culture which revealed the state s resurgent interest in addressing popular
tastes. The renewed import and screening of foreign entertainment films in the Soviet Union was one of
the most visible outcomes of this change. Drawing on oral history methodology and archival research in
Russia, the author analyses the ways in which Soviet movie-goers, policy makers, critics and sociologists
responded to, interpreted and debated Indian cinema in the Soviet Union between 1954 and the end of
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the eighties. Complemented by contemporary press and archival photos which capture the rapturous
reception given to actors like Raj Kapoor, Nargis, Shashi Kapoor, Amitabh Bachchan and Mithun
Chakraborty as well as Soviet film posters announcing films like Awara, Betaab and Chandni, this
engaging book, which is also the first monograph on Indian cinema abroad among non-diasporic
audiences, is a must-read not only for students and scholars of film history and cultural studies, but every
such lay reader who has grown up on a regular diet of popular Indian cinema.
Bless You Bollywood! Tilak Rishi 2012 May 3, 1913—a historic day in the history of Indian Cinema. India's
first indigenous silent film Raja Harishchandra was released at the Coronation Cinema in Mumbai. This
lay the foundation of what, in time, would grow to become the largest film-producing industry in the world.
Spanning a wide range of decades, genres, and style, the Bollywood film culture in all its glory is a
wonderful thing. Of the hundreds of great hits it has given, some have attained an aura of unparalleled
respectability because, overtime, they continue to draw viewers in multitudes for weeks, months, and even
years. Bless You Bollywood is an endeavor to pay tributes to the tallest among movie makers, artistes,
composers, lyricists, and scriptwriters down the decades for contributing their extraordinary caliber to
Bollywood.
Encyclopedia of Indian Cinema Ashish Rajadhyaksha 2014-07-10 First Published in 1999. Routledge is an
imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Kaifi and I Shaukat Kaifi 2012-06-25 From the heart of a well-known family of Hyderabad to life in a single
room with the barest of necessities, Shaukat Kaifi's memoir of her life with the renowned poet Kaifi Azmi
speaks of love and commitment. A marriage of over a half a century, a life steeped in poetry and
progressive politics, continuing involvement with the Indian People's Theatre Association, the Progressive
Writers Association, Prithvi Theatre... all of these and more inform this beautifully told tale of love.
Shaukat Kaifi's writing details life in a communist commune, a long career in theatre and film and a life
spent bringing up her two children, cinematographer Baba Azmi and actor Shabana Azmi. Nasreen
Rehman's deft and fluent translation brings this luminous memoir alive with warmth and empathy. "To say
that this is a lovely book would be an understatement. It is an enchanting recollection of the life of a
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hugely talented and sensitive human being, shared with a great poet." -- Amartya Sen. Published by
Zubaan.
The Front Row Anupama Chopra 2015-01-03 Anupama Chopra's The Front Row hosted some of the
biggest names from Bollywood, Hollywood and world cinema. There were candid, intelligent discussions
on stardom, craft, fame, relationships, work-life balance and much more. The Front Row broke the mould
of the celebrity chat show, reflecting instead the thoughtful, straight-talking nature of the host herself. It
brought to bear on the conversations Chopra's own deep understanding of cinema and of the world
behind it. This book is a selection of the very best of The Front Row. From Salman Khan to Madhuri Dixit,
Priyanka Chopra to Nicole Kidman, Raju Hirani to Rohit Shetty, they are all here. The insightful
discussions range from the Rs 100-crore club, supporting actors and villains in Hindi cinema, to the
making of some of the most celebrated movies in recent times. While Ang Lee talks about surrendering to
the movie god, Amitabh Bachchan discusses what it is like to be called God. If Aamir Khan owns up to
how Satyamev Jayate changed him as a person, Shah Rukh Khan talks about what it is like to be 'just an
employee of the Shah Rukh Khan myth'. Johnny Depp reacts to Tim Burton's verse about him - 'There
was a young man, people thought he was handsome, so he tied up his face and held it to ransom' Martin Scorsese wrestles with the question of how a film-maker can combine artistic integrity with
commercial success, and Spielberg acknowledges how he 'wouldn't know how to make a Martin Scorsese
movie' and how that makes him sad. Engaging, penetrating and great fun, The Front Row: Conversations
on Cinema is essential reading for all movie buffs.
Khullam Khulla Rishi Kapoor 2017-01-15 Son of a famous father. Father of a famous son. I am the
hyphen between them. Only, Rishi Kapoor was and is so much more. Few actors in Hindi cinema have
had this sort of a career arc: from the gawky adolescent pining for his schoolteacher (Mera Naam Joker,
1970) to the naughty ninety-year-old (Kapoor & Sons, 2016), Rishi Kapoor has regaled audiences for
close to fifty years. He won a National Award for his debut, became an overnight sensation with his first
film as a leading man (Bobby, 1973), and carved a niche for himself with a string of romantic musical
blockbusters in an era known for its angst-ridden films. He was the youth icon that is still the toast of the
satellite TV circuit. The songs he lip-synced are the bread and butter of all radio stations even today.
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Then there was the second coming after a brief hiatus in the 1990s - as one of the finest actors in
mainstream Hindi cinema with powerhouse performances in films like Do Dooni Chaar, D-Day, Agneepath
and others.Characteristically candid, Rishi Kapoor brings Punjabi brio to the writing of Khullam Khulla.
This is as up close and personal a biography as any fan could have hoped for. He writes about growing
up in the shadow of a legendary father, skipping school to act in Mera Naam Joker, the workings of the
musical hits of the era, an encounter with Dawood Ibrahim, his heroines (their working relationship, the
gossip and the frisson that was sometimes real), his approach to his craft, his tryst with clinical
depression, and more. A foreword by Ranbir Kapoor and a stirring afterword by Neetu Singh bookend the
warmest, most dil se biography an Indian star has ever penned.
The Modern Gurukul Sonali Bendre Behl 2015-10-26 Are you confused about how to raise your kids? How
many hours should they spend with the TV, iPad or Xbox? Do you worry about what they should eat,
drink and read? As the urban, nuclear family is becoming the norm, replacing the traditional joint family,
what happens to the children who grow up with a single support system? In The Modern Gurukul, Sonali
Bendre Behl shares her three principles of parenting that will help you find a balance between tradition
and modernity, and show you how to raise your child in the digital age. Personal, anecdotal and honest, it
highlights the need for a return to our roots to raise a healthy, curious and, most importantly,
compassionate child.
Affinity Photo Workbook Affinity Team 2017
Directors' Diaries 2 Rakesh Anand Bakshi 2019-11-15 With Directors' Diaries 2, Rakesh Anand Bakshi
adds yet another invaluable volume to his on-going series of conversations with Hindi cinema's most
iconic voices, this time sharing with us his conversations with some of the industry's most eminent filmmakers-Shyam Benegal, Tanuja Chandra, Kabir Khan, Abhishek Chaubey, Nandita Das, Shakun Batra,
Prabhudheva and Mohit Suri. The book also brings to light a significant but often overlooked behind-thescenes crew such as spot boy Salim Shaikh, make-up artist Vikram Gaikwad and audiographer and sound
designer Rakesh Ranjan. From the moment they were first drawn to the craft of film-making and how they
got that elusive first break as a film-maker to films that left a deep impression on them and what they
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have learnt from other film-makers they admire, Directors' Diaries 2 is an invaluable collection of stories
for aspiring directors and cinema fans alike.
Fake Photos Hany Farid 2019-09-10 A concise and accessible guide to techniques for detecting doctored
and fake images in photographs and digital media. Stalin, Mao, Hitler, Mussolini, and other dictators
routinely doctored photographs so that the images aligned with their messages. They erased people who
were there, added people who were not, and manipulated backgrounds. They knew if they changed the
visual record, they could change history. Once, altering images required hours in the darkroom; today, it
can be done with a keyboard and mouse. Because photographs are so easily faked, fake photos are
everywhere—supermarket tabloids, fashion magazines, political ads, and social media. How can we tell if
an image is real or false? In this volume in the MIT Press Essential Knowledge series, Hany Farid offers a
concise and accessible guide to techniques for detecting doctored and fake images in photographs and
digital media. Farid, an expert in photo forensics, has spent two decades developing techniques for
authenticating digital images. These techniques model the entire image-creation process in order to find
the digital disruption introduced by manipulation of the image. Each section of the book describes a
different technique for analyzing an image, beginning with those requiring minimal technical expertise and
advancing to those at intermediate and higher levels. There are techniques for, among other things,
reverse image searches, metadata analysis, finding image imperfections introduced by JPEG
compression, image cloning, tracing pixel patterns, and detecting images that are computer generated. In
each section, Farid describes the techniques, explains when they should be applied, and offers examples
of image analysis.
Hema Malini Ram Kamal Mukherjee 2017-10-10 One of the most enduring divas of Hindi cinema, a
producer and director for films and television, dancer and choreographer par excellence, magazine editor,
an active member of Parliament and now a singer, Hema Malini wears many hats with admirable ease.
No other industry name comes close to matching the breadth of her achievements. In an industry where
the male star has traditionally driven the commercial success of films, Hema was an exception, with her
name alone sufficing to ensure a film's box-office glory. She was, arguably, India's first female superstar.
Apart from starring in mainstream super-hits like Johny Mera Naam, Jugnu, Andaz, Seeta Aur Geeta,
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Sholay and, more recently, Baghban, she received critical acclaim for her performances in Lal Patthar,
Khushboo, Kinara, Meera, Ek Chadar Maili Si and Razia Sultan. But there is much more to her than just
her Bollywood journey.From her efforts at reviving and sustaining classical dance to her graceful handling
of her personal life and the controversies that have plagued her in her political avatar, from her
relationships to her religious beliefs and her recent tryst with singing, Hema Malini: Beyond the Dream Girl
covers it all. With detailed interviews and exclusive anecdotes from her family, friends and co-actors, this
is an inside look at the remarkable life of one of our greatest cinema icons, someone who has truly lived
life on her own terms.
Encyclopaedia of Hindi Cinema Encyclopedia Britannica 2003 The Encyclopaedia Which Brings Together
An Array Of Experts, Gives A Perspective On The Fascinating Journey Of Hindi Cinema From The Turn
Of The Last Century To Becoming A Leader In The World Of Celluloid.
Burn this Lanford Wilson 1998 THE STORY: The place is a Manhattan loft shared by Anna, a lithe young
dancer-choreographer, and her two gay roommates--her collaborator, Robby, who has just been killed in a
freak boating accident, and Larry, a world-weary, caustically funny young
Garbage Beat Richa Lakhera 2012-11-30 Did Laila really say that? Not in her wildest dreams, not till
sometime ago... Laila is on the entertainment beat-a world full of vain heroines, egoistic superstars,
spirited item girls, prissy celebs... To top it all, life in the newsroom is a series of deadline-driven bloopers.
Adding to the mayhem is sexy Bollywood journo-turned-item girl Latika; Chiki, the reporter who is
obsessed with a superstar; award-winning super hack Indumati; and their razor-sharp and hard-to-please
editor Bunny. Caught between her ambition to excel, a live-in boyfriend who feels ignored, and a father
who is ashamed of her career choice, Laila realizes that the life of an entertainment reporter is not the
glamour ride she had expected... because, on the Garbage Beat, reporting is a harrowing, ball-crushing,
back-breaking affair.
Pygmalion and Galatea, etc William Schwenck Gilbert 1873
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The Style Diary of a Bollywood Diva Kareena Kapoor 2012-11-17 Kareena Kapoor was born to be a star!
In her first-ever book, the ultimate glamour girl lets you into her fabulous life and reveals her best-kept
style and beauty secrets. Bebo’s fashion, beauty and make-up tricks and tips! Get a Size Zero body with
Bebo’s diet and fitness regime Replicate her looks from all her hit films Learn about Bebo’s must-visit
hotels and restaurants Learn how to treat and dress your man right and the inside story of the romance
with Saif Ali Khan
Healed Manisha Koirala 2018-12-28 Healed is the powerful, moving and deeply personal story of actor
Manisha Koirala's battle against ovarian cancer. From her treatment in the US and the wonderful care
provided by the oncologists there to how she rebuilt her life once she returned home, the book takes us
on an emotional roller-coaster ride through her many fears and struggles and shows how she eventually
came out triumphant. Today, as she completes six years of being cancer-free, she shares her story-one
marked by apprehensions, disappointments and uncertainties-and the lessons she learnt along the way.
Through her journey, she unravels cancer for us and inspires us to not buckle under its fear, but emerge
alive, kicking and victorious.
From My Kitchen to Yours Maria Goretti 2016 From My Kitchen To Yours: Food, Love And Other
Ingredients celebrates how Maria Goretti lives her life, with memorable recipes from her mother’s EastIndian spreads, aromas from her grandmother’s kitchen, and the food that she has seen, touched and
tasted over her many travels across India, and the world, as a VJ with MTV. Add to that, all those
delicious dishes she has eaten at her friends’ homes, especially those sinful desserts that she loved,
which she tried and tried till she got them right. Divided into monthly menus with soups, salads, starters,
non-vegetarian and vegetarian main course dishes, and desserts, the recipes are simple and delicious.
With a foreword by actress and politician Jaya Bachchan, the book presents a six-course meal layout for
each month, and easy-to-make recipes with ingredients readily available in any home kitchen. It contains
an array of both vegetarian and non-vegetarian recipes.
My Mom Is a Foreigner, But Not to Me Julianne Moore 2013-08-27 Discover this special ebook written
and read by bestselling author and award-winning actress Julianne Moore! In My Mom Is a Foreigner, But
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Not to Me, Julianne Moore pays homage to all the Muttis, Mammas, and Mamans who are from another
country. A foreign mom may eat, speak, and dress differently than other moms—she may wear special
clothes for holidays, twist hair in strange old-fashioned braids, and cook recipes passed down from
grandma. Such a mom may be different than other moms, but...she is also clearly the best. Vividly
illustrated by Meilo So, this funny and heartwarming picture book about growing up in multiple cultures
celebrates the diverse world in which we live. This version includes a read-along setting. If your device
allows audio, you can listen along as Moore reads the story aloud!
Death Is Not the Answer Anjali Chhabria 2016-10-26 Did you know that India is the world's suicide capital
with over 2.6 lakh cases reported every year? But what we know about the causes of suicide lags far
behind our knowledge of many other life-threatening illnesses, partly because the stigma surrounding
suicidal behaviour has limited society's investment in suicide research. It is said that more than 50 per
cent of all those who attempt suicide tell someone about their intention. So how do you recognize suicidal
symptoms in people around you and get help? From insights into the mind of a suicidal patient and
understanding why one is driven to suicide to the right kind of intervention when suicide has been
attempted, and a list of suicide hotlines, this book is an attempt to help thousands who are questioning
the motive of their life. It is just as useful to anyone who has lost a loved one to suicide and is looking for
a way to overcome grief.
Home Work Julie Andrews 2019-10-15 'The book is filled with that most distinctive of all her qualities: her
voice' The Times Home Work, the second instalment of Julie Andrews' internationally bestselling memoirs,
begins with her arrival in Hollywood to make her screen debut in Walt Disney's Mary Poppins. It was
closely followed by The Sound of Music, and the beginning of a movie career that would make her an
icon to millions all over the world. With her trademark charm and candour, Julie reveals behind-the-scenes
details and reflections on her impressive body of work - from the incredible highs to the challenging lows.
She shares her professional experiences and collaborations with giants of cinema and television, and also
unveils her personal story of adjusting to a new and often daunting world. This included dealing with
unimaginable public scrutiny, being a new mother, embracing two stepchildren, adopting two more
children, and falling in love with the brilliant and mercurial Blake Edwards. The pair worked together in
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numerous films, including 10, S.O.B and Victor/Victoria. Home Work takes us on a rare and intimate
journey into a remarkable life that is funny, heart-breaking and inspiring.
Asha Parekh The Hit Girl Khalid Mohamed 2017-04-10 Asha Parekh was to the movies born. Ever since
she was knee-high, she faced the camera as a child artiste, while performing simultaneously at dance
fetes. An alumnus of Bombay’s The J. B. Petit Girls’ High School, she devoted after-school hours to
learning classical dance from exacting gurus. Given a break as a leading lady by Filmalaya Studio’s
Sashadhar Mukherjee, she debuted opposite Shammi Kapoor in the romantic entertainer Dil Deke Dekho.
Instantaneously, the audience and the critics agreed: “A star is born.” Followed a concatenation of silver
and golden jubilee hits, which established her as the quintessential Hit Girl. Possessed of all the requisites
of the cinema of the 1960s and the ’70s – felicity at instinctive acting, intricate dance skills and the ability
to invest conviction into the roles of zestful, glamour-exuding film heroines – she made an impact, too,
with parts demanding gravitas. Apart from films in Hindi, she has also acted in films in Gujarati, Punjabi
and a film in Kannada. The Mumbai film trade, to date, acknowledges her as one of the heroines with the
highest number of successes. Her innumerable dance ballets on stage have earned her untold acclaim, at
home and overseas. Among her other facets, she has been involved since decades in running a
charitable hospital. She was Chairperson of the Central Board of Film Certification (1998-2001) and has
been associated with the Cine and TV Artistes’ Associations and other organisations dedicated to the
welfare of film industry workers, technicians and actors. She turned producer and director with several top
TRP-rated TV serials like ‘Kora Kagaz’ and ‘Palash ke Phool’ and programmes like ‘Baaje Paayal’.
Currently she has chosen to retire from acting, but adds, “Never say never.” She lives by the famed Juhu
shoreline in Mumbai.
Sach Kahun Toh Neena Gupta 2021-06-14 In Sach Kahun Toh, actor Neena Gupta chronicles her
extraordinary personal and professional journey-from her childhood days in Delhi's Karol Bagh, through
her time at the National School of Drama, to moving to Bombay in the 1980s and dealing with the
struggles to find work. It details the big milestones in her life, her unconventional pregnancy and single
parenthood, and a successful second innings in Bollywood. A candid, self-deprecating portrait of the
person behind the persona, it talks about her life's many choices, battling stereotypes, then and now, and
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how she may not be as unconventional as people think her to be.
The Village of Pointless Conversation Kersi Khambatta 2015-11-15 The book that spawned Finding Fanny
'It doesn't matter where you go,' I tell them. 'Travelling just means getting out of where you were.' Which
is my half-assed way of saying, if they have stumbled through my doorway, they are lost as hell. Off the
guidebook grid. Bumfuck nowhere, in other words.Pocolim is a little village somewhere - or nowhere - in
Goa. It is home to Ferdie, the postman, who sets out to find his long-lost love, Millie. Along for the ride in
a recently repaired vintage car are the most unlikely companions: his friend Angie, the sweet, virginal
widow; her mother-in-law, the extraordinarily corpulent and bossy, Rosalina Eucharistica; renowned
painter, Don Pedro who finds lost inspiration in the vastness of Rosalina's body; and Savio, friend of
Angie's late husband and once contender for her love. On the road, resentments, ambitions, bitterness
and desires come to a boil; as disturbing secrets tumble out, redemption strikes where they least expect
it.The Village of Pointless Conversation is a sensuous, funny, full-bodied affair, shot through with quiet
gloom that peels off the thin skin of pretence under which lie all our human absurdities.
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